Due to the high spectral resolution that remotely sensed hyperspectral images provide, there has been an increasing interest in anomaly detection. The aim of anomaly detection is to stand over pixels whose spectral signature differs significantly from the background spectra. Basically, anomaly detectors mark pixels with a certain score, considering as anomalies those whose scores are higher than a threshold. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves have been widely used as an assessment measure in order to compare the performance of different algorithms. ROC curves are graphical plots which illustrate the trade-off between false positive and true positive rates. However, they are limited in order to make deep comparisons due to the fact that they discard relevant factors required in real-time applications such as run times, costs of misclassification and the competence to mark anomalies with high scores. This last fact is fundamental in anomaly detection in order to distinguish them easily from the background without any posterior processing.
INTRODUCTION
With the introduction of new image fusion techniques and remote sensors capable of taking high spatial and spectral resolution images, the interest in the detection of odd small objects using these remotely sensed images has increased.
Hyperspectral images (HSIs) can be represented as a three-dimensional data cube whose height and length correspond to spatial information while the width stands for the spectral dimension. Unlike multispectral images, HSIs cover a wider range of the electromagnetic spectrum and consequently, they collect more spectral information. Due to the fact that materials reflect specific wavelengths, they can be identified by this reflectance information. For that reason, HSIs are being widely used for target and anomaly detection.
Anomaly detection (AD) is a generalization of target detection where the spectral signatures to look for are unknown. In this case, an anomaly is regarded as a group of lacking pixels whose signature differs significantly from the pixels around it. There are several AD algorithms in the state-of-the-art which use different methods to differ anomalies from background pixels. However, all of them calculate a certain score for every image pixel considering as anomalies those whose value is higher than a threshold [1] [2] [3] .
In order to compare the performances of different AD algorithms, the scientific community has been using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves and the area under these curves (AUC) as scalar measure [5] . However, these representations are based on an analysis of true positive (TP) and false positive (FP) rates but they do not consider other crucial aspects in AD such as the efficiency of a detector to mark anomalies with the highest scores. This last point is extremely important in order to clearly distinguish anomalies from the background. Actually, ground-truth is not generally available in real applications so that a studio of TP and FP is not possible. In these cases, scores are used as decision boundaries to classify pixels as anomalies. Another straightforward example is when the AUC for two detection algorithms is equal. According to ROC curves, the performance of both methods should be identical although experience has shown that one could classify a larger group of anomaly pixels at higher threshold than others, even though none misclassifies any pixel. Therefore, we propose other performance assessment measures in order to make more comprehensive comparisons which will be an indicator of future performances under unknown situations.
An extensive set of simulations using different AD algorithms have been made in order to demonstrate the inability of ROC curves to make equitable performance comparisons and evaluate the robustness of an algorithm under certain constraints. Some extra metrics are proposed such as run times as an indicator of the computational complexity which will affect to the posterior implementation for applications that require real-time performances and the costs of misclassifying classes for distinct decision threshold as a metric of robustness [4] [5] . Other metrics have been developed in section 2.
Therefore, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed description of ROC curves. Furthermore, the additional performance assessment measures proposed in this paper are also defined. Section 3 describes the AD algorithms selected from the state-of-the-art and whose performance is going to assess. Moreover, the set of hyperspectral data to analyse is also defined in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in Section 5.
ASSESSMENT MEASURES

ROC curves.
Basically, AD is a binary classifier which divides the image into anomalies or background. To do that, detection algorithms calculate a certain score for each pixel, considering as anomalies those whose value is higher than a certain threshold. For every threshold setting, a confusion matrix is defined, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In order to understand this matrix, some parameters must be described such as: Positives (P): total number of anomaly pixels in the image. Negatives (N): total number of background pixels in the image.
True positives (TP): number of anomaly pixels in the image which have been correctly classified for a specific threshold setting. The proportion of TP between all P is defined as true positive rate (TPR) or sensitivity.
(1)
True negatives (TN): number of background pixels in the image which have been correctly classified. The proportion of TN between all N is defined as negative positive rate (TNR) or specificity. False negatives (FN): number of anomaly pixels which have been misclassified. In this case, the false negative rate (FNR) is represented as: (4) Therefore, it is easy to see that and for every threshold setting.
ROC curves are two dimensional graphical plots widely used to analyse the performance of binary classifiers [5] . They illustrate the relation between the TPR (y-axis) and the FPR (x-axis) obtained for various threshold settings ( Figure 2 ). Normally, both TPR and FPR are small when the threshold is large and these points are close to the origin in ROC curves. However, a great number of anomaly pixels are well classified when the threshold is small, although a big number of background pixels could be misclassified as well. Furthermore, if the threshold is close to zero and all the pixels are considered as anomalies, TPR and FPR are equal to 1, which corresponds to the point (1,1) in ROC curves.
To compare the performance of several classifiers, AUC is used as a scalar measure so that a representation with the biggest AUC outperforms the others, being the maximum area equal to one. However, according to the definition of AD, a good classifier should score positive pixels with high values in order to remark them from the background. It means that a good detection algorithm should classify properly all anomaly pixels at large threshold and besides, this classifier should be robust to changes of it. Nevertheless, ROC curves are not able to take these key points into account. Some examples are given in Section 4 to clarify it. 
Proposed assessment metrics.
Brier score.
The Brier score is a verification method which measures the accuracy of probability predictions. Basically, it is the squared difference between the predicted probability of being an anomaly ( ) assigned to each pixel by the AD algorithm and the real outcome according to the ground truth of the image. In other words, if anomaly pixels are represented as ones and background pixels as zeros in the ground truth, then, the Brier score for each type of pixel is calculated as:
(5) (6) According to that, a colour map is obtained which represents the Brier score for every pixel. The ideal outcome would be a map with all the errors equal to zero. A global scalar metric could be obtained by adding all the squared differences. The use of this metric is justified by the fact that it allows to appreciate at a glance the proper function of an AD algorithm for marking anomaly and background pixels with the highest and the lowest scores, respectively.
Modified ROC curves
As we have already mentioned, a good performance implies to detect positive examples at large threshold and not to misclassify any pixels. Therefore, an analysis of the TPR and FPR values over various threshold settings is essential for a proper assessment. As a result, we propose a new representation derived from ROC curves where TPR and FPR (y-axis) are plotted over different normalized thresholds (x-axis), as in Figure 3 . In ideal conditions, the TPR curve should cross the point (1,1) and FPR should be zero for all settings. However, according to the definition of anomaly detection, the number of positive examples in the image is scarce (less than 0.01% of the total examples in the dataset in most cases) so that, the second part of the above expression will always weight more than the previous one. Due to that, we proposed a modified expression considering the rates instead of the number of examples in order to balance the influence of both operands of the cost function.
Modified_Expected_Cost = FNR * Cost (-/+) + FPR * Cost (+/-) (8)
For a certain relative proportion between costs of misclassification (Cost (-/+)/Cost (+/-)), the modified expected cost could be calculated for each threshold setting. The optimal point would be the threshold where the modified expected cost is minimum. These minimum costs could be plotted over the different cost rates considered in the analysis for each AD algorithm. In this paper, minimum costs where evaluated for the following sequence of misclassification cost rates:
A certain algorithm would outperform the others in terms of minimum costs in the range of misclassification cost proportions where modified expected cost curve is the lowest.
Number of floating point operations
An analysis of run times for applications that require real-time performance is vital as an indicator of the computational complexity which will affect to the posterior implementation. In order to evaluate the processing power demanded by each AD algorithm, the total number of floating point operations (FLOPS) has been reckoned [6] .
Detection efficiency
Detection efficiency (DE) is a global indicator of the proper performance of an AD algorithm. It collects all the conclusions yielded by the proposed evaluation metrics in a single value. Therefore, it defines a global visualization of the detection performance under different views. DE is represented as the ratio between metrics which affect positively and negatively to the correct detection performance. Negative operands are the overall squared error, the number of FLOPS in logarithmic scale, the media of the minimum expected costs between [0,1] cost ratios and the media of the minimum expected costs between one and the maximum considered ratio. RATPR will be the only positive factor to consider. The algorithm with the highest DE will outperform the others.
(10)
In the above expression, the subscript i represents the misclassifying cost ratio, Cost (-/+)/Cost (+/-), N and M are the total number of considered cost ratio examples between [0,1] and between one and the maximum, respectively. Due to the fact that the media of minimum costs could be zero, unity has been added to the expression in order to avoid cancelling the denominator.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA SETS
Reference hyperspectral data
In this paper, both synthetic and real hyperspectral data have been used. The simulated data has a size of 150 x 150 pixel vectors and 429 spectral bands. It was generated using a spectral library collected from the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Background was simulated using five different spectral signatures and whose abundancies were estimated using a Gaussian spherical evolution. Twenty panels of various sizes arranged in a 5x5 matrix were introduced as anomalies. There are five 4x4 pure-pixel panels lined up in five rows in the first column, five 2x2 mixed-pixel panels in the second column, five subpixel panels combined with the BCK in a proportion of 50% in the third column and five subpixel panels blended with the BCK at 75% [7] . Therefore, the simulated image has 110 anomaly pixels and it is illustrated in Figure 5 .
. The first real data set was taken over the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) by the Wildfire Airborne Sensor Program (WASP) Imaging System ( Figure 6 ). The system covers the visible, short, mid and long-wave infrared regions of the spectrum. The sensor was comprised by a high-resolution colour camera covering the visible spectrum, a short infrared imager covered 0.9 -1.5 μm, mid infrared imager covered 3.0 -5.0 μm and a long infrared imager covered 8.0 -9.2 μm [8] . We have used a portion of the overall image taken over a parking lot with a size of 180 x 180 pixels and 120 bands. 
Set of anomaly detection algorithms
We evaluate the detection performance of five algorithms: the conventional global Reed-Xiaoli (RX) detector, local RX, the orthogonal subspace projection -RX (OSP-RX), low-rank and sparse representation detector (LRASR) and collaborative representation-based detector (CRD) [ 
The RX algorithm is considered to be the benchmark anomaly detector. It assumes that the background follows a normal distribution and the probability density function is used to consider if a test pixel is part of the background. To do that, RX calculates the Mahalanobis distance between the pixel under test and the background. It is easy to notice the importance of a good estimation of the background mean and covariance matrix. They could be guessed globally from the whole image (global RX) or locally using a concentric dual sliding window (local RX).
Several variations of the RX detector have been proposed in the literature such as the OSP-RX. It is a subspace anomaly detector based on the principal component analysis (PCA) or singular value decomposition (SVD) in order to obtain the significant eigenvectors that capture the background and then, project the data into the orthogonal subspace before applying RX.
In addition, two non-RX-based algorithms have been used as well. LRASR is based on the assumption that the background information could be represented as the lowest rank of the HSI while the anomalies could be obtained by the remaining part which will be sparse due to the fact a tiny part of the pixels belong to anomalies. Under the presumption that the background pixels are strongly correlated, they can be represented as a combination of a few of them which conform a background dictionary. It means that the dictionary could be used to reconstruct de original data multiplied by a coefficient matrix which will give the lowest-rank representation of material spectra which conform the background. The score estimation is reduced to a minimization problem subject to some constraints.
Similarly, CRD is a minimization problem where each pixel is considered as a linear combination of its neighbouring pixels. To do that, a weight vector which collects the collaboration of these neighbourhood pixels is defined and whose -norm is desirable to be minimized as well. A distance-weighted regularization matrix is also included in the optimization problem. In order to estimate the background, CRD uses a sliding dual window as local RX. Finally, anomalies can be determined in the residual image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we investigate the anomaly detection accuracy of the selected algorithms using ROC curves and the proposed evaluation metrics for the three HSIs described previously in order to make a deeper comparison and analysis of their performances.
Detection performance for the simulated HI data set
For the synthetic HSI, the detection results of all detectors is illustrated in Figure 8 . It should be noted that LRASR does not converge to the same solution every time that it is applied to the same data set so that, the result of one of several tests is shown in Figure 8 . The size of the sliding window used in local RX and CRD is fundamental to detect anomalies, so that some previous tests must be done in order to select the window dimensions with which the maximum AUC is obtained. For this analysis, the inner window size for local RX and CRD was (7,7) and (9,9) respectively and the outer window size was set to (9,9) and (15,15).
It can be seen from Figure 8 that OSP-RX and CRD detect more anomalies with higher probabilities than the other methods. However, the AUC for all of them is equal to one (maximum as possible) except for LRASR which was set to 0.9015. Clearly, performances of these detectors would be identical according to ROC curves and AUC definition. Nevertheless, it can be easily appreciated that some algorithms as global and local RX detect anomalies with very small scores, being almost impossible to distinguish them from the background. The Brier score colour maps are illustrated in Figure 9 and a summary of the overall square errors are collected in Table 1 , where the error for anomaly pixels and background examples have been set out separately.
According to Table 1 , CRD makes less errors and therefore, it classifies anomalies with higher scores as can be appreciated from Figure 9 . However, the LRASR gets the biggest errors due to background pixels although there are other methods whose anomaly errors are greater such as RX in its global and local version. This instance clarifies the need of other assessment metrics. The reason why the performance is optimal for global and local RX, OSP-RX and CRD according to ROC curves is because none pixel is misclassified and FP and FN never occur. However, they do not take into account the competence of an algorithm for marking positive examples properly.
For this reason, we propose the modified ROC curves which permit to easily analyse the distribution of TP and FP over the threshold setting as in Figure 10 . A high performance detector will classify a great number of TP for large thresholds while FP commence to appear for thresholds close to zero. From Figure 10 , it can be clearly noticed that CRD outperforms the others while global and local RX mark a significant number of true positive examples after a threshold smaller than 0.1. In addition, realizing why AUCs are maximum except for LRASR is obvious now. The areas under the FPR curves, the values of RATPR and the threshold from FP start to appear (FPT) are shown in Table  2 . An incisive observation from this table is that LRASR would outperform global and local RX for thresholds greater than 0.1250. This interesting remark would not be gathered from ROC curves. Figure 11 shows the distribution of minimum cost curves for different misclassification cost rates for each AD algorithm. Figure 12 illustrates a detail of the same curves for relative cost proportions between 0.001 to 0.5. RX, OSP-RX and CRD have minimum costs equal to zero for all cases while LRASR stands out for its bad performance due to high costs for all cases. However, LRASR curve is able to be stabilized at 0.42 for cost proportions greater than 10. 
Detection performance for WTC real data
For real data WTC set, the detection performance of all detectors is illustrated in Figure 14 . In this analysis, the size of the inner and outer sliding window was set to (11, 11) and (13,13) respectively for CRD and local RX. ROC curves are represented in Figure 13 while Table 3 collects AUCs for the five selected detectors. All simulations achieve AUCs greater than 0.90 so that, they are considered very good tests. However, few anomalies can be appreciated. Brier score colour maps are represented in Figure 15 and square errors are collected in Table 4 . In spite of LRASR and global RX achieve the biggest AUCs, they have the greatest errors due to background examples. Modified ROC curves are shown in Figure 16 and area data extracted from them in Table 5 . None AD algorithm is capable to mark 50% anomalies with scores greater than 0.2. However, LRASR achieves the biggest AUC and RATPR for this image. Figure 17 and Figure 18 show the distribution of minimum cost curves. According to AUC, LRASR would outperform the others. However, global RX gets less minimum costs for misclassifying ratios greater than 5. OSP-RX has the highest cost results for values of x axis between 0.001 and 0.1. Nevertheless, local RX and CRD curves surpass the rest for x values bigger than 0.12, being local RX which gets the worst performance. Figure 18 . Detail of minimum cost curves for real data set WTC for relative cost proportions between 0.001 to 0.5.
Detection performance for real data over RIT
For RIT real data set, the detection performance of all detectors is illustrated in Figure 20 . In this analysis, the inner window size for local RX and CRD was (13,13) and (15,15) respectively and the outer window size was set to (15,15) and (17,17). ROC curves are represented in Figure 19 while AUCs are collected in Table 6 for the five selected detectors. All simulations except for LRASR achieve AUCs greater than 0.90, so that, they are considered very good tests as well. Unlike previous example, more anomalies can be appreciated. Brier score colour maps are represented in Figure 21 and square errors are collected in Table 7 . According to squared errors, LRASR and OSP-RX gets the biggest errors due to background pixels. Modified ROC curves are shown in Figure 22 and area data extracted from them in Table 8 . For this real data, CRD achieves the biggest AUC however, global RX and OSP-RX classify anomalies with higher scores according to RATPR values. It means that RX and OSP-RX would outperform CRD for thresholds greater than FPT. In addition, local RX gets the worst RATPR although its AUC value is greater than 0.98. Once again, none AD algorithm is capable to mark 50% anomalies with scores greater than 0.3. Figure 23 and Figure  24 illustrate the distribution of minimum cost curves. For these real data, CRD gets the biggest AUC and besides, the lowest minimum cost curve for all cases. LRASR stands out for the highest minimum costs for all misclassify cost ratios, existing a considerable distance between it and CRD curve. It could be also noticed that while all plots converge at a certain minimum cost value, OSP-RX curve grows infinitely, even crossing LRASR distribution. 
Number of floating points for the synthetic and real data sets
FLOPS normally take longer to execute than simple binary operations. For this reason, they are used as a measure of computer performance so that, a smaller number of FLOPS implies more efficiency in terms of computational complexity. Table 9 collects the number of FLOPS for each AD algorithm and each hyperspectral data set. For all examples, LRASR utilizes the greatest number of FLOPS, contrary to global RX and OSP-RX which use the least of them. Local RX and CRD have a similar performance although local RX employ slightly less number of them.
In conclusion, global RX and OSP-RX would be the least computationally complex algorithms. Table 10 shows DE of the five considered AD algorithms for the synthetic and the two real data sets. The results have been multiplied by in order to make easier the comparisons. It is easy to see that CRD outperforms the others methods for the synthetic image. Regarding to WTC real data, the sequence of AD method organizes from smaller to bigger values is: global RX, OSP-RX, CRD, LRASR, local RX. Nevertheless, according to AUC, the distribution will be: LRASR, global RX, OSP-RX, CRD, local RX. Finally, analyzing real data over RIT, CRD outperforms the others followed by global RX, OSP-RX, local RX and LRASR. According to AUC, CRD also defeats the rest followed by global RX, local RX, OSP-RX and LRASR. 
Detection efficiency for the synthetic and real data sets
CONCLUSIONS
In this manuscript, some new evaluation metrics have been proposed in the field of AD. Shortcomings of ROC curves for visualizing AD classifier performances have been demonstrated and the need of complementary assessment measures have been justified. In real time AD applications, the competence of a detector algorithm to mark pixels properly is a key point due to the fact that scores will be used as decision boundaries and not FPR as it has been commonly used. For that reason, we propose Brier scores and the modified ROC curves as metrics to evaluate the performance of an AD classifier in terms of scores. In addition, we propose a studio of minimum expected costs with which performances could be evaluated as a function of misclassification costs ratios. Thus, giving different relevancies to cause FN or FP is possible. Finally, a studio of computational complexity is vital in applications that require real time performances, so that, we propose the number of FLOPS as an indicator of the processing power demanded by each AD algorithms.
In order to evaluate the proposed methods an extensive amount of simulations have been made. It has been justified that ROC curves are not enough to make a deep detection performance analysis. It is due to they do not support crucial respects required in real time applications. A figure of merit has been introduced as a global scalar measure which collects all the results yielded by proposed assessment methods. Due to the fact that DE takes into account several factors obtained under different performance assessments, it is a better global visualization of the effectiveness of AD classifier than AUC. Also, it has been demonstrated that a general final conclusion ensuring that a certain algorithm provides better detection performance than others has not sense, due to the fact their performances could differ under different constraints and data sets.
